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• The performance of many spacecraft missions is limited by the size
and thus gain of the RF aperture
– Increased gain creates faster data links and enables communication with
fainter sources both on the ground and on orbit
– Tighter beam focus reduces signal noise
– Higher gain significantly reduces the power requirements for radar systems

• Cubesats and other microsatellites have very limited inherent area
– Small dimensions limits the area of fixed antennas
– Small patch antennas usually used for telemetry but have limited mission
utility

• Overall small launch volume limits applicability of traditional
deployable antenna technologies
– Existing systems are relatively bulky
– Mechanisms do not scale down well in either size or cost

• Smallsats only need to be small when they are launched

Technology Solution
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•

•

•

•

Large tensioned membranes form
the RF aperture
– Corporate-fed patch array
– Vacuum acts as the dielectric between
layers
– Other broadside antenna designs are
also possible (bow-tie, etc.)

Membranes are easy to fabricate
and package
– Low-cost printing approach
– Folds into compact volume at near the
bulk material density

Antenna surfaces are unfolded and
held in place by deployable booms
– Tensioned at the corners to hold flat and
pull out folding creases
– Common boom structure across wide
range of frequencies

Broad range of applicable missions
– UHF to X-Band
– ½ U payload up to ESPA-class

1.7 m2, 3.6 GHz antenna in near-field range

Current 6U Implementation
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•

System deploys out of 2U at the end
of a 6U cubesat
– Independent module for easy integration
– Leaves 4U for payload electronics and bus
hardware
– Does not conflict with most deployable solar
array approaches

•

Membranes fold compactly into a
1x2x0.3U volume
– Folded independently of the structure
– Restrained by lid and burn wire system

•

Four booms and drive hardware furl
into 1x2x0.7U volume
– Booms are a modified STEM architecture
– Restrained for launch by drive motor system

Antenna Deployment Options
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Simultaneous

Sequential North/South then East/West

Uncreased Antenna RF Performance
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•

As-built antenna, tested before folding was close to
modelled values
–
–
–
–
–

•

Gain
–
–

•

32.7 dB as modelled including material losses
30.5 dB as tested

3 dB beamwidth
–
–

•

3.6 GHz center frequency
Linear polarization
1.7 m2 active area
Highest side lobes 10 dB lower than main lobe
Cross-polarization levels 20 dB below the co-polarization
peak

3.4° as modelled
Between 3.3° and 3.5 ° as tested

Hologram measurements reveal irregularities in
amplitude and phase
–
–
–

Some correlation with seams in membranes
Some internal reflection due to impendence changes at
interfaces
Will be addressed in next round of modeling and
manufacturing

Creasing and Tensioning
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• Variety of imperfections in antenna
surface
– Creases from folding
– Wrinkles from uneven tensioning
– Non-planarity from structural tip position
errors
– Uneven spacing between membranes

• Variety of performance effects

– Uneven power distribution to array elements
– Loss of phasing between elements due to
changes in overall line impedance
– Internal reflections at local discontinuities

• Common challenges to antenna
performance from new sources
because of antenna approach
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Folded and Deployed Antenna Performance
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•

Antenna was folded and deployed
three times
–
–

•

Tensioned to a 25 lb (111N) tip load
–
–

•

Balance of membrane stress margin and boom buckling
load margin
Point of diminishing returns in tension vs. gain

Gain of 28.7 dB
–
–
–
–

•

Folded and compressed as per flight configuration
Deployed simultaneously from the four corners

Aperture efficiency of 50%
Highest side lobe is 10 dB down
Cross polarization is 25 dB less than co-polarized lobes
1.9 dB loss reduction due to multiple fold/unfold cycles

Internal reflections must be addressed
–
–

Mechanical design changes to reduce creasing
RF design improvements to accommodate specific
folding patterns

Scaling of Basic Architecture
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•

Upper frequency limits

•

– Demonstrated as high as 8 Ghz
– Manufacturing is limited by feature size
and edge imperfection effects
– Deployment is limited by how flat one
can tension the membranes

•

•

•

Lower size limits
– Limited by how small a deployable
structure is practical
– Example: 0.3 m2 active aperture from a
0.5U payload in a 3U cubesat

Broadband architectures
– Bow tie, spiral, other broadside
approaches are possible
– Feed architecture becomes limiting
factor
– Also can provide multiple narrow
wavelengths on a single aperture

Upper size limits
– Primary upper limit is the trade of boom
stowed volume vs. deployed strength at
length
– Larger apertures are easier at lower
frequencies because of reduced surface
accuracy requirements
– Room for 2-3 m2 of membrane and
deployable structure within 2U stowed
volume

Lower frequency limits
– Demonstrated as low as 500 MHz
– Ultimately limited by spacing between
patches and ground plane
– At lower frequencies, volumetric antenna
designs (helix, etc.) become more
appropriate
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•

Other configurations tested
– Electronic steering
– Long aspect ratios for SAR
– Separate sub-apertures for different
mission functions

Summary and Conclusions
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•

•

•

Work in progress
–
–
–

Many designs considered
Extensive ground testing
No flight data yet

•

feasible
–

Some performance lost due to modeling
and manufacturing differences
–
–

32.7 dB → 30.5 dB
Refine design to account for as-built values

Some performance lost to folding
–
–

High gain from cubesats appears
Over 28 dB at 3.6 Ghz for a 6U-based 2U
payload
–

•

30.5 dB → 28.6 dB
Redesign feed network to accommodate
specific folding approach

Equivalent to a 1m diameter perfect dish

Design refinements will improve
performance
–

Estimated 2 dB of recovered performance to
reach
30.5 dB at 3.6 GHz

–

•

Equivalent to idealized 1.2m diameter dish

Approach scales well
–

1.7 m2 aperture can be applied from UHF to
X-Band

–

Different apertures from different platforms
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